What educators are saying about RaiseMe...
“We introduced RaiseMe two weeks before we administered

“We introduced RaiseMe to our AVID students, and then

the PSAT and it helped to increase our exam attendance

our AVID students went into classrooms and introduced

AND helped our students to take the exam more seriously.”

RaiseMe to the rest of the students in the school. This was

- Amanda, Florida

an amazing activity we will repeat every year!”
- Todd, Michigan

“We have all of our students complete their Portfolios to

“We use it as a lesson when we push into classrooms. It’s a

showcase all of their achievements. Come recommen-

lesson that scholarships are possible, college is possible;

dation time, everything is right there for you and all your

even if the kid isn’t necessarily going to go to one of those

teachers!”

schools.”

- Maria, California

- Heather, Colorado

“We share RaiseMe with freshmen and their parents using

“RaiseMe encourages them to keep track of their

the parent letter and presentation at orientation to set the

academic portfolio and community service throughout

college-going culture early.”

their high school career.”

- Nancy, Texas

- Julie, Florida

“Since we started using RaiseMe, we’ve seen an increase in

“I find it very helpful to motivate my first gen and other

both the number of students applying to college, and the

students who are convinced they ‘don’t qualify for

number of colleges that students apply to and attend.”

financial aid.’”

- Andrew, Pennsylvania

- Leesa, Wisconsin

“We have it embedded in Naviance on our welcome pages

“The last thing you want is to have to create something

and home pages, and as a task for students to increase

new. You never have to with RaiseMe. There are so many

engagement earlier.”

resources available to you that are simple and easy to use.”

- Craig, Colorado

- Kat, Arizona

Learn more at www.raise.me

